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BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
FOR EVOLUTION INCLUSIONS 
Jíikolaos S. PAPAGEORGIOU x ) > x x ) 
Abstract; This paper examines boundary value problems for evolution 
inclusions, with nonlinear boundary conditions. Two existence theorems are 
proved. One for convex multivalued perturbations and the other for noncon-
vex ones. Finally an example from partial differential equations is presen-
ted. 
Key words; Evolution operator, measurable multifunction, upper semi-
continuity, mild solution, Radstrom embedding. 
Classification; 35K35 
1) Introduction. In this paper we study boundary value problems for e-
volution inclusions. Our work was motivated by the papers of Anichini £13, 
Kartsatos t6l and Zecca-Zezza £133. Anichini tl3 considered quasilinear dif-
ferential equations in Rn, with nonlinear boundary conditions and using a fi-
xed point theorem due to Eilenberg-Montgomery, established the existence of 
solutions. Kartsatos £63 also considers boundary value problems for Rn-valued 
differential equations, but over an unbounded time interval. Finally Zecca-
Zezza £13}, extend the work of Kartsatos to differential equations in Banach 
spaces. 
In this note, the differential inclusion is defined on a compact time 
interval and this allows us to weaken considerably the hypotheses on the ori-
entor field F ( t , x ) . Furthermore, to the contrary to Zecca-Zezza I13], here 
the linear operator is in general unbounded, covering this way the very im-
portant case of partial differential operators. Also we establish the exis-
tence of solutions for problems with nonconvex multivalued perturbations, a 
case which is not addressed in the paper of Zecca-Zezza tl3l. Finally we 
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present an application to partial differential equations. 
2) Preliminaries. Let (IIpE) be a measurable space and X a separable 
Banach space. Throughout this paper we shall be using the following notations: 
Pf/ x(X)= 4A£X:nonempty, closed, (convex)J and 
P/ ) k/x(X)= 4A £X:nonempty, (weakly-)compact, (convex)j . 
A multifunction F: D-—•P-(X) is said to be measurable, if for all ze-X 
6S—*d(z,F(&>))=inf «C Iz-xB: xtF(a))} is measurable. Other equivalent defi-
nitions of measurability of multifunctions can be found in Wagner 112}. By SF 
l 1 1 
we denote the set of L (X) selectors of F ( 0 i.e. Sp={f6 L (X):f(o>) 6 
6 F(«*>)f«,-oc.e.}. This set may be empty. It is nonempty if and only if 
cO —-> inf -i HxH:x€F(co)} belongs in L+. Using Sp we can define a set valued 
integral for F(-), by setting Jf F= i f^fif * Sp . 
Next let Y, Z be Hausdorff topological spaces. Let F:Y--*2 \f0} be a 
multifunction. We say that F(-) is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) (resp. lower 
semicontinuous (l.s.c.)), if for all U S Z open F (U)= «fycY.*F(y)fiU} is open 
in Y (resp. F~(U)= {yeY:F(y)nU 4-0 i is open in Y). 
3) Existence result: convex case. Let T= tO,bl and X a separable Banach 
space. The multivalued boundary value problem under consideration is the fol-
lowing: 
( # ) C x(t)ftA(t)x(t)+F(t,x(t))l 
I Lx=Mx J 
We shall assume that the family of linear operators {A(t):t€Ti genera-
tes a strongly continuous evolution operator S(t,s), o £ s $ t . 6 b . So by a so-
lution of (*), we shall understand a mild solution. Thus we say that x(») e 
SC(T,X) solves (*) if and only if 
x(t)=S(t,0)x(0)+/0S(t,s)f(s)ds, for some f*Sp,# x,#)) and Lx=Mx. 
The full set of hypotheses on the data of the problem (*) is the follo-
wing: 
H(A): The family {A(t):t *C0,bl{, generates a strongly continuous evolution 
operator S: A = <C04s&t#bl —**6(X) which is compact for t-s>0. 
H(F): F'TxX—»'Pwj<c(X) is a multifunction s.t. 
(1) (t,x)—*F(t,x) is measurable, 
(2) x—*F(t,x) is u.s.c. from X into X w, 
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(3) lim i * bsup |F(t,x)|dt-0 
n-»fl»n •'0 ilxltán 
H(L): L:C(T,X) —>-X is continuous, linear. Also if V:C(T,X) —* C(T,X) is de-
fined by (Vx)(*)=x(*)-S(«,0)x(0), then there exists K:X —* ker V continuous, 
linear s.t. (I-LQK)(Mx-L f S(t,s)f(s)ds)=0 for all f«Sp ( # v(#)) and all 
x(.)«C(T,X), with L0=L|ke° v. 
H(M): M:C(T,X)—*-X is a generally nonlinear, completely continuous operator 
s.t. 
Having these hypotheses, we can now state our first existence result con-
cerning ( * ) . „ 
Trearen 1: If the hypotheses H(A), H(F), H(L) and H(M) hold, 
then (*) admits a mild solution. 
Proof: For some x e ker L , consider the multifunction R:C(T,X) — • 
— * 2 C ( T , X ) M 0 | defined by: 
R(x)= -CyeC(T,X):y(t)=x0(t)+KMx-KL Jg S(t,s)f(s)ds+ J* S(t,s)f(s)ds,t« T, 
f 6 SF(.,x(.)) 1-
Because of the hypothesis H(L), it is easy to check that a fixed point 
of R( • ) is the desired mild solution of ( * ) . 
From the definition of R( • ) and the convexity of the values of F(»,») 
(and so of si, x(„}0»
 we see *na* ̂  * ) *s convex valued. We claim that the 
values of R( • ) are also closed. So let y R«R(x), y n — * y in C(T,X). We have: 
yn(t)=xQ(t)+KMx-KL/p S(t,s)fn(s)ds+/J S(t,s)fn(s)ds 
with f %si/ x ( * ) ) ' **u* *rom ProP0-5-1^0" 3.1 °* 19], we know that Sp/ *(+)) 
is weakly compact in L (X) and by the Eberlein-Smulian theorem is weakly se-
quentially compact. Thus by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may as-
w 1 1 
sume that f •—-• f *Sp, x r # y \ in L (X). Then exploiting the fact that a con-
tinuous, linear operator is also weakly continuous and that 
/* S(t,s)fn(s)ds - ^ / o S(t,s)f(s)ds, we get that 
yn(t) ----#xo(t)+KMx-KL/0 S(t,s)f(s)ds+/g S(t,s)f(s)ds,t «T and 
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f i SF(- x(.)V ̂  y( t) = x 0(
t) + K M x- K L /o S(t,s)f(s)ds+/J S(t,s)f(s)ds -* 
-•*• yt.R(x). Hence we conclude R(x)t Pfc(C(T,X)). 
Now we shall show that R(0 has a closed graph (6rR= i(x,y)«C(T,X)x 
C(T,X):y%R(x)|= graph of R(O). To this end let (xn,yn)*GrR, (xn,yR) —-> 
—*>(x,y) in C(T,X)xC(T,X). Then we have: 
yn(t)=x0(t)+KMxn-KL / Q S(t,s)fn(s)ds+/f5 S(t,s)fn(s)ds, with f n * S ^ ( # x (.)}. 
Let G(t)=conv U F(t,xR(t)). Since by the hypothesis H(F)(2),F(t,*) is u.s.c. 
njl 
from X into X , it maps compact sets in X into w-compact sets. Therefore 
U F(t,x("t))w is w-compact and by the Krein-Smulian theorem we have that 
n & 
C5W U F(t,xn(t)) is w-compact. So for all t*T, G(t)*P . (x).Finally from 
nil n wkc 
the hypothesis H(F)(3), we see that G( •) is integrably bounded (i.e. 
t — > |G(t)|=sup$ttzfc:Z€G(t)Je L*;). Hence once again Proposition 3.1 of L9] 
1 1 
tells us that S« is w-compact in L (X). So by passing to a subsequence if ne-
cessary, we may assume that f ----V f in L (X). From Theorem 3.1 of llOl, we 
have that: 
f(t) *conv w-lim fR(t)fcconv w-lim F(t,xn))& F(t,xR(t)) <* .e., 
the last inclusion following from the hypothesis H(F)(2). So f fcSi, x(m)}* 
Also note that xQ(t)+KMxn-KL/Q S(t,s)fn(s)ds+/Q S(t,s)fn(s)ds converges we-
akly to 
xQ(t)+KMx-KL / p S(t,s)f(s)ds+ /* S(t,s)f(s)ds=y(t) « + y ft R(x) — * GrR 
is closed. 
Next, we claim that there exists r > 0 s . t . for iixl^fcr *-#|R(x) | = 
=sup A l y l ^ :y€R(x ) }£ r . Suppose not. Then, we can find ix i -„£C(T,X) s . t . 
ftxnll0_>6n and |R(xn ) |>n . So we have 1 < — ^ — . But note that for y « 
cR(x ) we have: 
» y n ( t ) » < l l x o l l 0 0 + aKMxnll + HKL/* S(t ,s)fn (a)dB| + | / J S(t f8)£n(s)ds| 
4ttxollw+llK|*llMx r i» + llKLll*N/f5 |F(s,xn(s)) |ds+N/* |F(s,xn(s))|ds 
where l t S ( t , s ) | 4 N . So we have: 
|R<*n>l IXnl V ' - X 0 B « . _ - • * ! . * ř t IF(S,X_(S))| 
| X - l - * l K l , M x " , l + i i f i i a i n f t
 | F ( s ' x n ( s ) l „_ 
—— + I K , inrr + N (-K L- + 1 ) / o — F ds-
ds 
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Using the hypotheses H(F)(3) and H(M), as well as the above inequality, 
R(x ) 
we get that l4lim — - — =0, a contradiction. So indeed R:B —i»P- (B ) , where 
n-**e> r tc r 
Br=-Cx6C(T,X):Uxll^fcrJj 
Now we claim that R(B ) is compact in C(T,X). First note that for every 
teT, we have: 
R(Bj(t)&x (t)+KM(Bj-KL f* S(t,s)P(s)ds+ f* S(t,s)P(s)ds, 
where P(s)= IxeX: 1| x II =sup(|F(s,x)|: Uxll 4 r)=ur(s)J. But recall that M( * ) 
is completely continuous, So M(B ) is compact --*KM(B ) is compact. Also sin-
ce by the hypothesis H(A), S(t,s) is compact for t-s>0, we have that 
S(t,s)P(s) % P. (X) and clearly s —#" S(t,s)P(s) is measurable and integrably 
bounded. Hence using the Radstrom embedding theorem (see Hiai-Umegaki [5], 
Theorem 4.5), we have that f S(t,s)P(s)ds€ P. (X) (note that in the above 
'o KC 
mentioned result of Hiai-Umegaki £53, the R.N.P.-hypothesis on X is superflu-
ous, since by the corollary to Proposition 3.1 of £9], f S(t,s)P(s)ds is 
' o « closed). So for all teT, R(Br)(t)fe Pk(X). Now, let t , teT, t < t ' . For y 
& R(B ), we have: 
lly(t')-y(t)114HS(t',0)x -S(t,0)xrti + llKm«l f* S(t',s)f(s)ds-ô  o JQ 
- f* S(t ,s)f (s)ds | + I J* S(t',s)f(s)ds- f* S(t,s)f(s)ds. 
Jo ' o *o 
Since S(t,s) is a strongly continuous evolution operator, given £ > 0 , 
there exists cf"1(e)>0 s.t. if tlt'-t lUd^, ^S(t',0)xo-S(t,0)xo^ < fc/3. 
Also note that: 
i>t ' + t-4l 
llj0 S(t',s)f(s)ds-/
t S(t,s)f(s)ds)ll4IJ z(S(t',s)f(s)-S(t,s)f(s)dsl| + 
+ |ft (S(t',s)-S(t,s))f(s)ds+ft S(t',s)f(s)dsll. 
Jt-<r2
 Jt 
Because of H(A), from Proposition 2.1 of [11], we have that t—>-S(t,s) is 
continuous in the uniform operator topology, uniformly in s, for t-s bounded 
away from 0. So by choosing cf2(fr)>0 appropriately small, we have: 
^f 2(S(t',s)-S(t,s))f(s)dsB+ Bf*1 (S(t',s)-S(t,s))f(s)dsl + 
JQ J t ~ 4 
Uf* S(t',s)f(s)ds&4f 2US(t',s)-S(t,s)|ur(s)ds+2N f* u (s)ds+ 
'o 'o t-<r2 
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+N f* u (s)ds<fr/3c4 , where oC =max(l, IKLft). Thus for <f=min( cJ^, cT2), we 
have for |t-t'|<<f 
lly(t')-y(t)l*-- * for all y(*)€ R(Br)*--* R(Br) is equicontinuous. 
Invoking the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we deduce that R(B ) is compact in 
C(T,X). Since R(*) has a closed graph and compact range when restricted to B , 
from Theorem 7.1.16 of Klein-Thompson 17} R(») is u.s.c. and so we can apply 
the Kakutani-KyFan fixed point theorem to get x*B s.t. xcR(x). As we alre-
ady indicated, x(«) is a mild solution of (*). Q.E.D. 
Rewark. If L has a continuous, linear inverse, then H(L) is satisfied. 
4) Existence result: nonconvex case. We also have an existence result 
for the case where the multivalued perturbation F(t,x) is nonconvex valued. 
In this case the hypothesis about F(»,0 takes the following form: 
H(F)': F:TxX—*Pf(X) is a multifunction s.t. 
(1) (t,x)—*F(t,x) is measurable, 
(2) x—#F(t,x) is l.s.c. from X into X, 
(3) lim i fb sup |F(t,x)|dt=0. -|  
ñ"-м*n •'O Äxftån 
Theorew 2: U the hypotheses H(A), H(F)', H(L), H(M) hold with M linear, 
( then (*) admits a mild solution. 
Proof: We have already seen in the proof of Theorem 1 that R(») maps 
the ball B into itself and furthermore W=coriv R(Br) is compact in C(T,X). 
Let H:V?—-•Pf(L
1(X)) be the multifunction defined by H(x)=Sp(# x ( O V
 Let X n * 
—-»x in C(T,X). Then because of the hypotheses H(F)'(1) and (3) we can apply 
Theorem 4.1 of IlO] and get that H(x)«s-lim H(xn)«-# H(-) is l.s.c. (see De-
lahaye-Denel £3J). Apply Fryszkowski's selection theorem £4], to get h:W —* 
1 **v 




f xU)=AчtЖt)+IЧyДt) ) 
l Lx=Mx J 
Let Q:$—-> P
f c
(W) be the multifunction defined by Q(y)= {Set of mild solutions 




















. Passing to the limit a s n - » 0 9 and exploiting 
the continuity of h(»), we get that: 
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x(t)=S(t,0)x(0)+ f* S(t,s)h(y)(s)ds, Lx=Mx «^x*Q(y). 
' 0 
-*GrQ is closed in C(T,X)xC(T,X). 
Since W is compact in C(T,X), we conclude that Q(-) is u.s.c. Apply the 
Kakutani-KyFan fixed point to get y*Q(y). Clearly y(*) solves (*). Q.E.D. 
5) Application: We consider the following multivalued boundary value 
problem. 
[ * U f r Y ) • -S -gf- PCy) -$f u(t,yM(t,y,u(t,y)) on TxG 
(**) < u(t,y)=0 (t,y)«TxdG 
, u(0,y)-u(b,y)= J* J b g(t,y,z,u(t,z))dt dz 
G 0 
Here GS.Rn is an open, bounded domain with a smooth boundary <JfrG. Also 
T= tO,bl. We assume that g:TxGxGxR—•*• R is a function satisfying the Carathe-
odory conditions, i.e. z —* g(t,y,z,r) is measurable and r -—* g(t,y,z,r) is 
continuous. Moreover for each k > 0 there exist measurable functions 
/Jk*.TxGxG — * R + and Yk
: T x G* G x R~"* R + s-*-
|g(t,y,z,r)*0.(t,y,z) for |r|4k and f fbi3u(t,y,z)dt d4M„ and k JQi Qtk r 
|g(t,y,z,r)-g(t,y',z,r)l 6^k(t,y,y',z) for |r|4k, 
lim f f ^(t,y,y',z)dt dz=0 uniformly in y'. 
y-fry' V o K 
Finally, there exist p Jl and (3<2 s.t. |g(t,y,z,r)|4p(l+WI#* ) . Also 
assume that f-.TxGxR—* Pfc(R) is a multifunction s.t. 
(a) (t,y)—* f(t,y,r) is measurable, 
(b) r —*f(t,y,r) is d-continuous (i.e. for every zcR r — * 
—*d(z,f(t,y,r)), is continuous), 
(c) |f(t,y,r)l4k(t)(l+lrl^) 0<«-<l. 
Set X=L (G), D(A)=W2(G) and on D(A) consider the operator 
Au= ^ - ^ P ^ y ) - ^ - u ( y > -
k=l o yk o yk 
So A(*) is densely defined and it is well known (see for example Martin 18]) 
that it generates a compact semigroup S(t), tcT. 
Also let F:TxX—* Pfc(X) be defined by F(t,u)=sLt m u ( 0 ) *
 c l e a r IV be~ 
cause of the reflexivity of X=L (G), F(t,u)%Pwkc(X). Furthermore note that 
for all v*X we have d(v,F(t,u))= J* d(v(z),f(t,z,u(z))dz. From the hypotheses 
F 
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on f(»,*,*), (t,u)—• d(v,F(t,u)) is measurable in t, continuous in u, hence 
jointly measurable and so (t,u)—* F(t,u) is measurable. Also from Theorem 
4.2 of 110.1, we have that F(t,0 is u.s.c. from X into X . Next let M:C(T,X)-> 
— * X be defined by (Mu)(y)= f f g(t,y,z,u(t)(z))dt dz. From Proposition 
G'O 
4.2, p. 175 of Martin [8], we have that M(») is completely continuous. Also 




. Let L:C(T,X)—» X be defined by Lu=u(0,O-u(b,O. Clearly this is conti-
nuous, linear. Furthermore the only solution of u=Au, u(0)=u(b), is u-sftO. 
Thus if Lx=L(S(Ox), L.*X —• X is continuous, linear and Lx=(ld-S(b))x=0 has 
A-l zero as its only solution. So L exists (Fredholm alternative) «-=> H(L) is 
satisfied. So if we rewrite (**) as the following evolution equation 
(**)- u(t)*Au(t)+F(t,u(t)), 
Lu=Mu, 
we see that all hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied and so we conclude the 
existence of a solution belonging in C(T,L (G)). 
It is clear that the general existence results proved here, can give us 
periodic solutions for the problems of evolution inclusions, extending this 
way the work of Aubin-Cellina £23. 
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